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ABSTRACT
An Innovative Modular multilevel matrix converter (M3C) is proposed with reduced number of
switching device owing to the improved efficiency, reduced cost and minimizes the size. Off-
shore Low-Frequency AC (LFAC) transmissions are economical with greater reliability for short
and intermediate distance transmissions. Similar to HVDC, it increases the transmission capac-
ity and also distance can be increased in LFAC.M3C is proposed as frequency converters for LFAC
transmissionswhich link AC systems operating at 16.7 and 50Hz. The doubleαβ0 transform con-
trol technique has been the most often used approach for decoupling control of input, output
and circulating currents in such applications. The performances of this work’s proposedmodular
multilevel matrix converters are analysed using simulation in MATLAB/SIMULINK software.
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1. Introduction

Energy depletions, global warming and environmental
deteriorations have become the greatest threats to sus-
tainable development of human societies. Hence, glob-
ally, governments are prioritizing green and low-carbon
frameworks which are based on renewable energies and
reduced emissions. Typically, geographical constraints
and the rapid expansion of wind farm capacity neces-
sitate the placement of wind farms. The main electrical
grid or significant load centres are often far remote from
a wind farm [1,2]. The transfer of wind energy from an
offshore wind farm in a remote area has been raised
as an essential issue in light of these instances. The
primary objective is to determine how to increase trans-
mission distance and capacity. LFAC (16.7Hz) trans-
mission systems are considered good future choices
in constructions of offshore wind farms, in addition
to conventional High system (HVAC) and High volt-
age DC (HVDC) transmission systems, Low frequency
alternating current (LFAC) transmissions have two
main advantages over HVDC transmissions namely
lower costs and greater efficiencies: (1) increased trans-
mission capacity and greater transmission range due to
lower charging current due to the low frequency; and
(2) lower construction and maintenance costs due to
the use of a single onshore AC/AC converter [3–5].

Onshore AC/AC converters are the most essential
components in LFAC transmissions. The cyclocon-
verter is the most frequently used frequency converter.
However, its continued improvements are constrained
by strong harmonics and low power factors [6].
M3C has been recognized as next generation AC/AC

converters due to their high levels of flexibility/
scalability, excellent power qualities and adaptability to
accommodate power factors of both sides. However, the
control of the M3C poses challenges for its application
to the LFAC transmission system. Recently, academic
scholars have been interested in the promising and
growing technology known as LFAC. When compar-
ing to a 50Hz system, it delivers up to three times the
transmission capacity, which significantly lowers the
investment costs [7,8].

A number of conventional and derived topologies
have been presented in the literature, with power elec-
tronic converters serving as the primary enablers for the
establishment of LFAC. For instance, a cycloconverter
for the LFAC system is developed and experimentally
tested, although there are downsides and restrictions
that were discovered. This also refers to the need for
reactive power adjustment and the inability to ride
through faults. Modern back-to-back Modular Multi-
level Converters (MMC) is also viable alternatives due
to their distinct qualities which includes modularity,
scalability to meet multiple voltage level requirements
and superior harmonic performances [9–14].

But the dc-link’s results in increased power losses
and decreased system dependability. The M3C idea
and operation were initially described in [15], and
its control strategy was later detailed in [16]. Two-
level switching is used to provide space vector control
and the study demonstrates that M3C can circum-
vent the typical matrix converters’ gain restriction of
0.866. Nine converter arms serves as current sources
in new M3C structures with arm inductors that were
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subsequently developed in [17] could independently
control input and output currents. However, the use of
a six times transformation matrix in its energy balance
managementmechanismmakes it exceedingly difficult.
In order to make it easier for the offshore wind farms
and the electricity grid to be connected, M3C acts as
a LFAC system and frequency changer. M3C balance
energy management mechanisms and allow converters
to functions in four quadrants with balanced capaci-
tor voltages of Sub-Modules (SM) on the offshore side
resuting in reducing frequencies from 50Hz to 16.7Hz
[18].

Using multilevel conversion, one may build a
high-power converter with low-power semiconductors,
which has garnered a lot of interest. The basic idea is
to use many tiny DC voltages to generate AC voltage
waveforms. Smaller voltage steps result in less AC volt-
agewaveformdistortion, less switching loss, less voltage
change rate (dv/dt) and fewer filter elements needed.
Complexity of control and complexity of bus-bar con-
nections are two key drawbacks of multilevel con-
version. More semiconductor components are needed.
Because lower-rated devices can be utilized, the cost
of semiconductors is not increased, but the number of
gate-driver circuits needed increases, as does the com-
plexity of the design. The DC-link capacitors also add
extra weight and size, which is a disadvantage. The bus-
bar constructions of the multilevel DC-link converter
grow more complicated and challenging to build as the
number of voltage levels increases.

The neutral point clamped (NPC) and flying capaci-
tor (FC) topologies are two examples of traditionalmul-
tilevel converters. Multi-level sub modules were also
implemented in MMMC [19]. Another arrangement
with three voltage states is the cascaded half-bridge sub-
module (CHBSM). Storage capacitors play pivotal roles
in this arrangement of two series-connected half-bridge
cells when considering sizes and weights of individual
modules. A stackable switching capacitor (SSC) energy
buffer in a small submodule topology [20] was devel-
oped to do this. SSCSM capacitors can have a min-
imum 40% less volume than HBSM capacitors. For
normal operation, an IGBT is always on and coupled
to two additional diodes in a clamp-double submodule
(CDSM) [21]. Clamped-double cells can output three
separate voltage measurements. In cases of DC failures,
all power devices are turned on to stopDC short-circuit
currents. CDSM uses only 50% of the available capac-
itor voltages when in blocking mode. Consequently,
CDSM [22] calls for an additional IGBT to be used as
a blocking voltage. During typical operation, all of the
switches in a CDSM are active; hence this results in
higher power losses.

The use of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Gen-
erators (PMSG) in large wind turbine generators is
on the rise, and PMSG-based WTGs are becom-
ing increasingly common as variable-speed generation

systems, since they do not require gearboxes and are
connected directly to turbines allowing functioning at
low speeds [23–26]. As power electronic technology has
evolved, the adoptions of proper generation control sys-
tems may reduce weights, losses, costs and demands
as well as the need for routine maintenances which
are imperative to wind farms. Several varieties of VS-
WECS controllers can be found in the research liter-
ature [23–28]. They control power, speed and torque
through power electronics and aerodynamic mecha-
nisms. The advancement of power electronic devices
has also contributed significantly to the enhancement
of their controllability and dependability. In addition,
there is always a chance of system problems occurring
duringWTG operation. Short circuit is one of the com-
mon problems that can occur. Thus, as more VS-WECS
are added to the grid, instability may arise for both the
individual systems and the grid as a whole.

A large number of DC sources, semiconductor
devices, a high blocking voltage value and other factors
that were previously described are thus the key down-
sides of M3C architectures. In this article, a novel M3C
configuration based on a shorter modular module is
proposed, this involves few semiconductor devices and
DC sources and is appropriate for frequency changers
to link offshore wind farms to the power grids through
LFAC technology. Different operational circumstances
are used to test the proposed M3C technique. The
remaining sections are arranged as follows: The topol-
ogy of the circuit is shown in Section 2. Sections 3
and 4 discuss the operational philosophy, control strat-
egy and sub-control system of the proposed M3C.
The simulation results are provided for various oper-
ating situations in Section 5 and completed in Section
6 to help validate the effectiveness of the proposed
system.

Selected simulation results for various operating sit-
uations are used in Section 5 to verify the efficacy of the
suggested system. In Section 6, the project is concluded.

2. Circuit topology of M3C

The schematic representation of M3C, which acts as
interfaces between two power systems operating at var-
ious frequencies as shown in Figure 1. The offshore
wind farm (16.7Hz) is linked to M3C’s inputs in this
study, and capital letters represent three-phase voltages
and currents there: eA and IA; eB and IB; eC and IC
respectively. M3C’s Three-phase output voltages and
currents are represented in lowercases i.e. ea and Ia; eb
and Ib; ec and Ic respectively, where outputs ofM3Cs are
connected to on-shore grids (50Hz).

The numbering sequences of arms are determined
by three phases of inputs and outputs. The input sides
of arms are identified as x according to phases A, B and
C, respectively (i.e. x = A, B, C). The arm phase output
a, b and c are shown as y and analogous to inputs, with
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of modular multilevel matrix converter.

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of proposed M3C converter.

y = a, b and c. Each arm inM3C is denoted by the sym-
bols armxy, ixy and uxy, respectively, for the associated
arm’s arm current and arm voltage. A series connection
between number of SMs and an arm inductor exists in
each arm. Seven IGBT switches with related antiparallel
diodes, three dc capacitors, and a suggested multilayer
converter are used to build each SM. Cxyz, where z = 1,
2, 3, are capacitances of SM capacitors. For each SM
shown in Figure 2, the three possible uxyz’s output volt-
age levels are uCxyz, 0 and−uCxyz, where the four IGBT
switches’ statuses are responsible.

The energy regulation in the M3 C capacitors is
studied using a single branch similar to that shown in
Figure 1. The amount of energy stored in cells branches
can be described as integrals of powers at their termi-
nals, ignoring internal losses. The energy of a branch is
also proportional to the voltages across its capacitors.

Thus, the capacitor voltage may be calculated from the
branch current:

Uxy =
∫

Pxydt ≈ nC
2
V̄2
C → Pxy ≈ nCvC0

d
dt

(VC)

(1)

where x ∈ {A − B − C}, y ∈ {a − b − c}, Pxy repre-
sents the branch power.VC is the cluster average capac-
itor voltage, VC

0 is the t desired voltage in each cell,
the point, n represents cells counts, C stands for capac-
itors’ capacitances and Uxy symbolize total energies in
n capacitors.

The first step is to adjust the coordinates of input
systems (A-B-C) such that they fit into the frame of ref-
erence. After then, the systems at the output undergo a
transformation into the frame of reference. The corre-
sponding circuit as perceived by the output corresponds
to the zero sequence component of VAy, VBy and VCY .
This input equivalent circuit can be used to get the
zero sequence part of Vxa, Vxb and Vxc, and similarly.
Since no path is taken into account, the current flowing
between nodes N and n is 0. Input, converter, and out-
put of the M3C can be modelled independently using
the following equations:

[
Vsα
Vsβ

]
=

[
Vα0
Vβ0

]
+ L11

d
dt

[
isα
isβ

]
(2)

[
Vgα
Vgβ

]
=

[
V0α
V0β

]
+ L22

d
dt

[
igα
igβ

]
(3)

[
Vαα Vβα

Vαβ Vββ

]
= −Lb

d
dt

[
iαα iβα

iαβ iββ

]
(4)
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where

L11 = (L1 + Lb/3) (5)

L22 = (L2 + Lb/3) (6)

The dynamics of the M3C are represented by the sys-
tem defined by Equations (2)–(4). You can think of (2)
and (3) as the input and output systems. In (4), circu-
lating currents within converters are defined accurately
resulting in no changes to input and output currents
while controlling circulating currents.

3. Working principle proposedM3C converter

The difference in capacitor voltage directly relates to
each SM’s instantaneous power. The dc capacitors of

SM have three states namely charging, discharging and
bypassed based on switching states of IGBT switch and
directions of arm currents, as shown in Table 1.

Figure 3 illustrates the operation when S1, S4, S2, S3,
SA and SB are switched on and off, respectively, the pro-
posed inverters are connected to arms for generating
output voltages UC and −UC respectively. When there
is negative current Switch SP is OFF and capacitors dis-
charge through Switches S1, S4 as shown in Figure 3(a).
Hence, when the current is positive the Switch SP is
on and flows through anti-parallel diodes of S1, S4 and
capacitors are charged as depicted in Figure 3(b).

As shown in Figure 4, when SA, S4 are active and
turned on S2, S3, S1, SB are turned off, the arm is
attached to the suggested inverter, and its output voltage

Table 1. Switching states of SM in proposed M3C.

State S1 S2 S3 S4 SA SB SP Ixy Pxy Uxy Cxy1 Cxy2 Cxy3

1 ON OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON < 0 < 0 Ucxy Discharge Discharge Discharge
2 ON OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON > 0 > 0 Ucxy Charge Charge Charge
3 OFF OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF < 0 < 0 2Ucxy/3 Bypass Discharge Discharge
4 OFF OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF > 0 > 0 2Ucxy/3 Bypass Charge Charge
5 OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF < 0 < 0 Ucxy/3 Bypass Bypass Discharge
6 OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF > 0 > 0 Ucxy/3 Bypass Bypass Charge
7 OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF OFF > 0/< 0 0 0 Bypass Bypass Bypass
8 ON OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF > 0/< 0 0 0 Bypass Bypass Bypass
9 OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON > 0 < 0 −Ucxy/3 Discharge Bypass Bypass
10 OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON < 0 > 0 −Ucxy/3 Charge Bypass Bypass
11 OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON > 0 < 0 −2Ucxy/3 Discharge Discharge Bypass
12 OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON < 0 > 0 −2Ucxy/3 Charge Charge Bypass
13 OFF ON ON OFF OFF OFF ON > 0 < 0 −Ucxy Discharge Discharge Discharge
14 OFF ON ON OFF OFF OFF ON < 0 > 0 −Ucxy Charge Charge Charge

Figure 3. Status of proposed M3C converter at output+UC .

Figure 4. Status of proposed M3C converter at output+2UC/3.
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is+2UC/3. In the Figure 4(a), if the capacitor is present,
the current is negative is being discharged through SA,
S4 Corresponding diode DA3&DA4. Hence, for positive
currents, they flow through the anti-parallel diode of
switch S4, switch SA Corresponding diode DA1&DA2
and Figure 4(b) depicts the capacitor being charged.

As shown in Figure 5, when SB, S4 are active and
turned on S2, S3, S1, SA are turned off, the suggested
inverter is connected with arms with+UC/3 as the out-
put voltage. In the Figure 5(a), if the capacitor is present,
the current is negative is being discharged through SB,

S4 Corresponding diode DB3&DB4. Hence, for positive
currents, they flow through the anti-parallel diode of
Switch S4, Switch SB Corresponding diode DB1&DB2
and Figure 5(b) depicts the capacitor being charged.

As Figure 6(a), when S2 and S4 are turned on but S1
and S3 are off, SM is bypassed with zero output voltage.
S1 and S3 are on in Figure 6 while S2 and S4 are off (b).
Regardless of the current flowing, its output voltage is
zero.

As shown in Figure 7, when SA, S3 are active
and turned on S1,S2,S4, SB are turned off, the arm is

Figure 5. Status of proposed M3C converter at output+UC/3.

Figure 6. Status of proposed M3C converter at output+0UC .

Figure 7. Status of proposed M3C converter at output−UC/3.
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attached to the suggested inverter, and its output volt-
age is −UC/3. In Figure 7(a), switch SN is OFF for
negative currents and capacitors are being discharged
through SA, S3, corresponding diodeDA3&DA4. There-
fore, when the current is positive switch SP is ON and it
flows through the antiparallel diode of Switch S3, Switch
SA Corresponding diode DA1&DA2 and Figure 7(b)
depicts the capacitor being charged.

As shown in Figure 8, when SB, S3 are active and
turned on S1,S2, S4, SA are turned off, the arm is
attached to the suggested inverter, and its output voltage
is −2UC/3. In Figure 8(a), SP is OFF for negative cur-
rent and the capacitor is being discharged through SB,
S3 Corresponding diodeDB3&DA4. Therefore, for posi-
tive current, switch SP is ON and current flows through
anti-parallel diode of Switch S3, Switch SB Correspond-
ing diode DB1&DB2 Figure 8(b) depicts the capacitor
being charged.

As shown in Figure 9, when S2, S3 are active and
turned on S1, S4, SA, SB are turned off, the arm is
attached to the suggested inverter, and its output volt-
age is −UC. In the Figure 9(a), when the current is
negative Switch SP is OFF and the capacitor is being
discharged through Switch S3, S2. Therefore, when the
current is positive Switch SP is on and it flows through

the antiparallel diode of S3, S2 and Figure 9(b) depicts
the capacitor being charged.

4. Double αβ0 transformation control
technique

The block diagram for the “double αβ0 transforma-
tion” control mechanism is shown in Figure 10. The
circulating current control loop comes after the input,
output, and loop. The reference value u∗

xy of the nine
arms is determined by computing the reference value
of the nine arm voltages in the αβ0 frame and twice
performing the inverse 0 transformation. The PWM
[29] signals are ultimately produced by the modula-
tion process. The capacitor voltage control [30] is made
up of two parts: the capacitor voltage control overall
and the capacitor voltage balancing control. The total
capacitor voltage control is computed using the refer-
ence value of the input current. Reference values for the
four circulating currents are established for the capac-
itor voltage balancing control. The double αβ0 to the
nine arm currents, transformation has been done, ixy.
The eight components of the arm current are then cal-
culated using these. Due to the perfect decoupling of
the input, output, and circulating currents, the eight

Figure 8. Status of proposed M3C converter at output−2UC/3.

Figure 9. Status of proposed M3C converter at output−UC .
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Figure 10. Block diagram of “double αβ0 transformation” control.

voltage components in the 0 frame are computed using
the reference values of these three currents. In conclu-
sion, PWM singles are produced using the modulation
approach. Due to the connection between the grid and
the output, the control theory is quite similar to input
current control.

Mathematically armAa can be formulated as:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

uxa =
N∑
z=1

uxaz

ucxa =
N∑
z−1

ucxaz

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(7)

Differential of ucxy can be formulated as:

ducxa
dt

=
N∑
z=1

(
pxaz
ucxaz

.
1

Cxaz

)
(8)

It is fair to assume that during steady operation, the
capacitance and capacitor voltage in M3C are same.
Therefore: {

uCxa = n.uCxaz
Pxa = n.Pxaz

}
(9)

Hence, Equation (7) could be further simplified as:

ducxa
dt

= n
Cxa7

.
Pxaz
uCxa7

= n
Cxa7

.
Pxa
uCxa

(10)

From Equation (10), we know that arm Aa’s capaci-
tors are being charged whenever pxa < 0 and the cor-
responding ducxa

dt > 0. The capacitors in arm Aa are
charged when pxa < 0and discharged when pxa < 0.
Therefore, in order to get voltage equilibriums in the
capacitors:

wxa =
∫ t+T

t
pxadt = 0 (11)

Since capacitors can only store reactive power, this
implies that active power must be zero. The arm Aa
capacitor voltage is assumed to be equal parts dc

capacitor voltage UCxa and ac variation UCxa, with
uCxa �UCxa.

uCxa = UCxa + uCxa ≈ UCxa + n
C.UCxa

.
∫ t+T

t
pxadt

= UCxa + n
C.UCxa

.
∫ t+T

t
uxaixadt (12)

Equation (12) describes the relationship between the
arm’s active power and the uCxy:⎡

⎣uCAa uCBa uCCa
uCAb uCBb uCCb
uCAc uCBc uCCc

⎤
⎦

= n
CUCxy

∫ ⎡
⎣pAa pBa pCa
pAb pBb pCb
pAc pBc pCc

⎤
⎦ dt

+ UCxy ∗
⎡
⎣1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

⎤
⎦ (13)

The same “double αβ0 transformation” is the applied
to Equation (13) to give:⎡

⎣uCαα uCβα uC0α
uCαβ uCββ uC0β
uCα0 uCβ0 uC00

⎤
⎦

= n
CUCxy

∫ ⎡
⎣pαα pBa p0α
pαβ pBb p0β
pα0 pβ0 p00

⎤
⎦ dt

+
⎡
⎣0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 3UCxyz

⎤
⎦ (14)

where uCαα , uCβα , . . . , uC00 represent corresponding
αβ0 components of uCAa, uCBa, . . . ,uCCc. pαα , pβα , p00
are corresponding αβ0 components of pAa, pBa, pCc.

Mathematical relationships between arm powers,
arm voltages and arm currents can be computed using
mathead software as detailed below:

pαα = 1
3
(eα_iiα_0 − iα_ieα_0)
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+ 1√
6
(eα_iiαα − eβ_iiβα)

− 1√
6
(eα_0iαα − eβ_0iβα) (15)

pβα = 1
3
(eβ_iiα_0 − iα_ieα_0)

− 1√
6
(eα_iiβα + eβ_iiαα)

− 1√
6
(eα_0iβα − eβ_0iββ) (16)

p0α = 1√
3
(eα_iiβα − eβ_iiαα)

−
√
2√
6
(eα_0iα_0 − eβ_0iβ_0) (17)

pαβ = 1
3
(eα_iiβ_0 − iα_ieβ_0)

+ 1√
6
(eα_iiαβ + eβ_iiββ)

+ 1√
6
(eα_0iαβ + eβ_0iαα) (18)

pββ = 1
3
(eβ_iiβ_0 − iβ_ieβ_0)

− 1√
6
(eαi iββ + eβi iαβ)

+ 1√
6
(eα_iiββ + eβ_0iβα) (19)

pαβ = 1√
3
(eα_iiαβ + eβ_iiββ)

+
√
2√
6
(eα_0iβ_0 + eβ_0iα_0) (20)

pα0 =
√
2
6

(eα_iiα_i − eβ_iiβ_i)

− 1√
3
(eα_0iαα + eβ_0iαβ) (21)

pβ0 = −
√
2
6

(eα_iiβ_i + eβ_iiα_i)

− 1√
3
(eα_0iβα + eβ_0iβα) (22)

p00 = 1
3
(eα_iiβ_i + eβ_iiβ_i − eα0 iα0 − eβ_0iβ_0)

(23)

Therefore Equations (15)–(23) show the compu-
tations for active power of nine arms in the αβ0
frame.

The values of the parameters p0, p0, p0 and p0
establish overall energy balances of sub-converters. The
parameters p, p, p, p. p00 govern the total energy con-
sumption and consumption rate ofM3C’s, while p, p, p,
p. p00 regulate the energy equilibrium between arms of
sub converters.

Capacitor voltage control

The regulation of capacitor voltage consists of two
subsystems: global regulation and voltage balancing.
Reference values for the four circulating currents are
calculated using Equations (23) and (14), and this infor-
mation is then used to regulate the capacitor voltage as
a whole. In the sections that follow, we’ll go deeper into
the control strategy’s specifics.

Reference DC values of ucαα , ucβα , . . . ., uc00 should
be controlled from:⎡

⎣UCαα UCβα UC0α
UCαβ UCββ UC0β
UCα0 UCβ0 UC00

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 3UCxyz

⎤
⎦ (24)

where UC0α , Ucβα , . . . . . . , UC00 represents the corre-
sponding DC value of uC0α , ucβα , . . . . . . , uC00.

Overall capacitor voltage controls implies control-
ling UC00 = 3U∗

C. Hence, P00 is controlled using P
controller as:

P00∗ = 3K1
(
UCxy ∗ −UC00

3

)
(25)

where p∗
00 is the reference value of p00. K1 is the gain of

the P controller.
Equation (10) is used to calculate the input current,

which is then converted to a dq frame:

√
3
[
ed_i
eq_i

]
= 1√

3

[
L d
dt −ωiL

ωL L d
dt

] [
id_i
iq_i

]

+
[
ed_0
eq_0

]
(26)

Hence, P00 is calculated from:

P00 = 1
3
ed_iid_i − 1

3
(eα0 iα0 + eβ_0iβ_0) (27)

where input powers of M3C are defined by pi:pi =
ed_iid_i and output powers of M3C are defined by
p0:p0 = ea_0iα_0+ eβ_0iβ_0

Hence, reference values of input currents i∗d_i are
computed from:

i∗d_i = p∗
0

ed_i
+ K2

(
1 + 1

ST2

) (
U∗
Cxy − UC00

3

)
(28)

where p∗
0 refers to reference values of output powers

while K2 stands for proportional gains and T2 repre-
sents sampling time.

Then i∗q_i is equal to zero for the unity power factor.

i∗q_i = 0 (29)

The wind turbine grid-side converter uses a virtual
synchronizer-based grid-forming control to maintain
system frequency and regulate active and reactive
power transmission on the grid side, as shown in
Figure 11. The inertia and damping characteristics
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Figure 11. PMSG wind turbine grid-forming control.

of actual synchronous generators are simulated by a
virtual synchronous generator’s frequency dynamics,
which are based on conventional oscillation equations.⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
dωref

dt
= 1

J

[
Pref
ω0

− P
ω0

− DP(ωref − ω0)

]
dθref
dt

= ωref

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ (30)

In the given context, P represents the effective active
power generated by the grid-side inverter. Pref denotes
the reference values for active powers on grids. J sig-
nifies the virtual inertia of the rotor’s rotation, while
Dp represents the damping factor. The rated angu-
lar frequency is represented by the number 0. Ref
stands for both the reference value for the phase of the
AC-side voltage and the reference value for the pro-
duced angular frequency. When J/Dp is less than zero,
the grid-side converter uses DC voltage external loop
control to maintain operating in a unit power factor
state. The DC bus voltage is stabilized as a result, and
the reference value of reactive current is set to zero.
Equation displays the relevant control equations for the
D- and q-axis currents for given input values.⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
i∗gd =

(
KP + KI

s

)
(U∗

dc − Udc)

i∗gq = 0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (31)

where Kp, KI represent the proportional and integral
adjustments to the inner loop respectively. The values of
the current i∗gd and i

∗
gq are denoted by igd and igq, respec-

tively. The DC bus voltage, denoted by U∗
dcis, has a set

value.

5. Simulation results and discussion

MATLAB/SIMULINK software was used to sim-
ulate the suggested M3C using the “double αβ0

Table 2. Simulation parameters of the proposed M3C.

Parameters Value

PMSG wind turbine power (PABC )
PMSG wind turbine line voltage (VABC ) 690 V
PMSG wind turbine rated frequency (FABC) 16.7 Hz
Grid side line voltage (Vabc) 690 V
Grid side frequency (Fabc) 50 Hz
Arm inductance (Li&Lo) 1mH
Switching frequency (FSW) 20 Khz
Capacitance of SM’s capacitor (Cxy1, Cxy2&Cxy3) 220 uF
No of SM capacitor per leg 3
Rated DC capacitor voltage (Ucxy) 1200 V

transformation” technique. The 16.7Hz offshore wind
farm is linked to the input side of M3C, while the
Grid is connected to the output side of the M3C
(50Hz). Table 2 shows the parameters considered for
simulation.

Figure 12(a,b) demonstrates the outcomes of simu-
lating the proposed M3C in steady state operation. The
operation of the unity power is demonstrated by the
input voltage and input current of the PMSGwind pro-
duction at 16.7Hz being in phase. Figure 12(c,d) dis-
play the grid side’s output voltage and current at 50Hz,
illustrative of unity power. Figure 13 depicts the equiv-
alent output load power of 2.09Kw and the associated
input PMSG wind power of 2.18Kw.

Two frequency components, 50 and 16.7Hz, are
present in the arm current depicted in Figure 14(a).
Figure 14(b) displays the armAa voltages across the
three capacitors. The identical capacitor voltages in
sub-converter arms Aa, Ba and Ca show a constant
energy gap between them. Graph 14(c).

Figure 15(a) shows the wind speed constant of
15m/s as a reference to generate the corresponding out-
put power. The corresponding PMSG torque and speed
are shown in Figure 15(b,c) respectively.

As shown in the Table 3. The proposed M3C con-
verter consists of 63 switches with much lower than the
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Figure 12. Simulation input/output voltage and current wave form of proposed M3C.

Figure 13. Simulation Input/output power wave form of proposed M3C.

Table 3. Comparison table of SMM3C converter and proposed
M3C converter.

Parameter Levels
DC

source
DC

capacitor Switches Diode

SMM3C converter 7 27 27 108 0
Proposed M3C converter 7 9 27 63 72

exiting SM M3C converter. Thus, the switching losses
and conductive losses of MOSFET is reduced which
improves the efficacy of the proposed converter. The

cost and size of the system is reduced due to the less
number of MOSFET and driver Component. Proposed
M3C converter uses 72 diodes instead of MOSFET.
Hence less switching losses will increases the efficiency.

6. Conclusion

This article examined the performance of an M3C
converter for low frequency operation in an offshore
LFAC application. The power control and capacitor
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Figure 14. Arm current and capacitor voltage of proposed M3C.

Figure 15. PMSG wind turbine wave form of proposed M3C.
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voltage balance control techniques for the M3C are
provided. Through numerical modelling, the recom-
mended strategies were confirmed. In a system for
offshore wind farms, low frequency conversion opera-
tions from 16.7Hz to 50Hz were demonstrated. This
paper includes control of the input current, output
current, and circulating current in such applications
using double αβ0 transformation technique. By using
a fewer number of switching devices and an energy
controller, the proposed M3C method is able to estab-
lish voltage and current balance in the SM capacitor
throughout a wide range of operating circumstances.
The efficiency, compactness, and low cost of the sug-
gested system are readily apparent. The proposed M3C
converter for LFAC applications also allows for adap-
tive grid side control with SVPWM, which can boost
grid side performance.
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